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O. Introduction 
This paper concludes our account of our work on the co~e model K; the results 
that follow were obt~fined in 1'~76. In [2] we showed that the non-existence of an 
inner model ~vith a ~leasurable cardinal (a 'O,model') implied the covering 
property for K. In other words, for evely uncountaLle X c On there is Y ~ K such 
that X c Y and Y = X, it follows that the non-c×istence of p-models implies the 
singular cardinals h)qx~thesis. 
Suppose now that 1,here is a 0-model, and pick one, L[U],  such that U is a 
normal measure on ~ in L[U] and no ~. < K is measurable in any p-model. This is 
possible by a result of Kunen [4], who also shows that L[U]  is unique and that 
every o-model is an iterate of L[U]. L[U]  is called the minimal o-model; it is to 
the general p-model what the core of a mouse is to a mouse. 
By a theore~ of Prikry [6] there is a generic extension M of L[U] such that for 
all ~ < K (defined as above) ~'(~) n L[ U] = ~(~,) n M, but cfM(K) = CO (assuming, as 
we may, that K is countable.) It follows that L[U]  cannot have the covering 
properly in M. At first sight this is a decisive objection to any further generatisa- 
tion of the covering lemma, for, although our previous results have been condi- 
tional on some assumptic.n (such as: that 0 # does not exist), all these assumptions 
have hitherto been of a laxge cardinal type and not liable to violation by forcing. 
The result of this paper shows that, once Ptikry's technique has been used once, 
alt possible generic mischief has been done; for over the Prikry extension the 
covering property holds, ,sn a suitable large cardinal assumption. To be precise we 
first make two definitions, 
The statement '0" exists' means that there is a non-trivial j : L[ U]-% L[ U] 
whose critical poi.qt exceeds K. An explanation of the arcane terminology may be 
found in [3]. 
For our purpose a Prikry sequence for U is a set C ~ K wkh (C, e) of order-type 
~o such that for all X~O~(K)nL[U] ,  X~ U .+(3~,<K)  (C \v~x) .  By a theorem 
of Mathias [5] such a set is generic in the sense of Prikry and so, in particular, 
,~ , )n  L[U]=f~f,~,)NL[U, C] for all V<K. Obsewe that L[U, C]=L[C]. 
If 0 * does not exist, then either K has the covering property or L[U] is defined, 
in wb.ieh case either L[ U] has the coveting property or there is a Prikry sequence 
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C for U such that L[C] has the covering property. This is Theorem 1 and will be 
proved in ZFC. An argument of Dehornoy [1] shows that, unlike the result of [2], 
Theorem 1 is not provable in ZF (unless ZFC +"there is a measurable cardinal" is 
inconsistent). 
As a corollary, the failure of the singular cardinals hypothesis implies the 
existence of 0'. This may be proved in the usual way, using two additional facts: 
First, that L[U]~ GCH [7] and, secondly, that powers of ~:ardinals are preserved 
in Prikry extensions. 
An earlier version of this paper contained a serious error; the authors are 
indebted to Bill Mitchell for its detection. While writing this account, Dodd was a 
Junior Research Fellow at Merton College and Jeusen was a Senior Research 
Fellow at All Souls' College. Our thanks are due to each of these colleges for 
their assistance. 
1. Recapitulation 
The development of this paper will oblige us to look more closely at the least 
tidy case in the proof of the covering lemma for K, that in which a 0-model is 
constn~cted from a nest of mice. 
Definition 1.1. Suppos~ M is an inner model. -r is M-suitable provided: 
(i) r >co2; 
(ii) r is a cardinal in M; 
(iii) whenever ~o2<3,<r and -g is regular in /Vl, then cf(~)>to. 
Suppose r is K-suitable and suppose X_c r !~s cofinal. Suppose a* is picked such 
that X < a* < r, a* is regular, c~* = Yr <~ oJ,. Let f: c~* ~ K~ be a bijection and let 
X,~ denote f"a for a<c~*. 
Lemma 1.2. There is zi c c~ * which is col-closed and cofinal in ~* such that .for all 
otEA 
(i) X~,-< K~; 
(ii) X~ X,,; 
(iii) if 7r~ : M, -~ K~I X~, where M,  is transiti~,e, then M~ =/~.  (say); 
(iv) whenet;er N is a mouse with ~(  ~/) n N' c K,., for all 3' < r,, then there are M'. 
¢r' such that 7r' D_ ~r, ~ ( K~. ~ N') and ~r ' : N' ---~z, M' cofinally. 
Recall that ~r' was called 7r N' and M' (N') ". Lemma 1.2 was piovcd in [2, 
Section 3]. Suppose a set A z a* as in Lemma 1,2 fixed. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose c~ ~,.l and z~, is a cardinal m K. Then e~* is me~surable in 
some o-model. 
This is [2, Lemma 4.1]. 
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Lemma 1.4. Suppose ct e. A and % is ~ot a cardinal in K, Then there is a unique 
mouse N such that 
(i) N is a moase at sotne t¢ ~.r~; 
(ii) N f )~(3 '}~ K~. for ~:1~,1 3 '<%;  
(iii) ,~,,(N)N,~(3") ~ iQ  for some v < r,, ; 
(iv~ ¢:'~ ~_-_- r., 
This mouse is denoted N t'~. Recall that the order-type of CN(a) is not greater 
than to; and that zl could be chosen so that cf(Nt"~'NOn)>to. 
Lemma 1.5. Suppose that a E /~ and  % is not a caMinal in K,  Suppose CN(a) is 
finite. Then there is Y e K such that X c_ Y and Y'~: <.r. 
If Q.~(a) is infinite, then sup C,~.(oe)= %. 
Lemma 1.6. Suppose X ~ "r is uncountable but for no Y ~. K is f( = Y and X c_ y. 
Suppose y <'r ~ 3" is not measurable in any O-model. Then there is a stationary ,.~ 
satisfying (i)-(iv) an& in addition, 
(v) cf(N ~'~ ' N Onl > oa ; 
(vi) Cr,,(a) is infinite; 
(vii) if a is a limit point of A, then cf(at > w: 
(viii) if 6, aeA ,&<a and ~,~6¢ is regular in 
(where wa,~ = 7r~rra); 
(ix) if % = min(zl), then C.~(a)c_ rng(w~,,,,~). 
IQ,  then wa~,(P)>sup~%{ 
Proof, First of alt note that if X' c_- 3' < r is uncountable, then there is Y' 6 K with 
X '~ Y' and X '= "~'. For otherwise there would be 3 , '<r  measurable in some 
o-model. Also r is K-suitable. 
Now form A as in Lemma 1.2 with additional properties (v) and (vii). N ~'~ is 
defined for all ct s ~ by Lemmas 1.3 and 1A. Suppose a 6 A CN(c~) is finite. "Fake 
Y' ~ K with X c_ y '  and 8 = Y'~: <'r. Let g e K such that g : 8 ~-~ Y' is a bijection. 
Let X' = g~ ~"X. So there is Y" .:2 X' with Y"c  K, ~" = ,~'. Letting Y = g"(Y" N 8) 
we obtain a contradiction. 
Finally (viii) and (ix) are obtained as in [2, Leinma 5.3]. 
In the above proof it was assumed that a regular ~* with a*~ c0> ,f," <a*< r, 
a*  = ~ could be found. If ;~ is singular tiffs involves a forcing argument, so that 
is in a generic extension of the universe. 
Defmi~on 1,7, J satisfying (iT(ix) is called a nest of mice over X. 
We shall refer freely to properties of nests of mice proved in [2, Section 5]. 
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Immma 1.8. Suppose A is a nest of mice. Then there is U, a nonnal measure o~ r in 
L[U], such that for all X ~ L[U]~(z )  
X~ U*-~ (3 c~ ~ A) (3 V< "r) (~rgC~(a)\ 2¢ ~ X). 
The aim of this paper is to stabd~se the sequence ~r, C~(c~). 
2. Preliminaries 
The rest of this paper is devoted to a proof of Theorem 1, 
"l'heorem 1. :Suppose 0 ~ does not exist. Then either K has the covering property or 
L[U], the minimal p-model, exists and has the covering property or there is a Prikry 
sequence C for U such that L[C] has the covering property. 
We may as well assume that the minimal 0-model L[U] exists, for otherwise K 
has the covering property. Suppose U is normal ol~ ~¢ in L[U]. 
Suppose Xc:~- is uncountable but no Y~L[U]  contains X and has ~--~ Y. 
Suppose • is least such; then ~" is L[U]-suitable. 
Lemma 2.1.  T t> K. 
Proof. If -r < ~, then by Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8 "r is measurable in some p-model, 
contradicting the minimality of K. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  O* does not exist, then "r = ~<. 
Proof .  Suppose r>K.  Find c~**~>~o2 regular such that .~7<c~**<r; suppose 
a** = ~r, using a generic extension of the universe if necessary. Let g : a** ~,.~j~r be 
a bijection. Let X '= g"cx for a <a**  and obtain ~'  such that 
(i) X '< J~'; 
(ii) X~_ X~,; 
(iii) Let 7r~. T. - J~  I X~, then whenever/3 >1", is such that T~ is a cardinal in 
J~£ then there are 18', 7r' such that 7r'___w~ and w ' '~U --~ ~ts • .,~- ~, ,  cofinally. 
Suppose that for al~ a~A'  a-,~ is not a cardinal in L ILt] .  Let 18, be least such 
that r ,  is not a cardinal in Jgz; then for some n p~,< %. Let n~ be least such. It is 
possible to assume that cf(p~'~,~)>00 for a E,~'. Then just as in the covering 
lemma for L we obtain Y~L[U]  with ~Ltt)~<T and X~_ Y; contradiction! 
So for some a r,  is not a cardinal in L[U]. 
Case 1. ~**> (K+)Ltt'k We may assume (K+)LtUt~_ X~ for all a ~ zl'; so U,~ = U 
and there is ~'~_ ~r,~, "u':L[U]---%L[U]. Ir 'k(K+)L|ul=id i-(K~) LtU~ but ,rr' is not 
the identity. So 0* exists. 
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C~ase 2. ~**=(~+)~.ttn. We may assume ~ ~_X,', for all ~A ' ;  thus U,  is a 
normal measure on ~ in L[U,,]. By the uniqueness result U~ = U. But, letting 
a** = ~r,.(60 or** =(~c') H'tn, so & = (~ ~)~ lu,.I, so L [U . ]~ L[U]. Contradiction! 
Case 3, t~** <(to , ) , ro t  So ~**-'~ ~, Letting t~ = rr,(~) r j,, is a normal measure, 
on ff in L[U,,]. But t~<t~**~t¢ and this contradicts the minimality of ~. 
From now on we shall assume that 0 * does not exist. So r = ~ and X, r satisfy 
the conditions of Lemma 1.6 (recall that L [u ]n~(~)  = K n~(u) ) .  Let A be as in 
Lemma 1.6; we may need to work in a generic extension in which -7 = a*. This 
will not affect Theorem l, though, because the forcing adds no Co-sequence, nor 
any new p-models, nor 0 ~, By uniqueness L[U]  is the p-model given by Lemma 
1.8. 
3. The Prikry sequence 
In this section we obtain a stationary A ' _3  such that for a, a '~A '  
Definition 3.1. /~ denotes (T~) ~''~' if this exists. On n N (') otherwise. 
Pick 5 a limit point of zl'. Set gT = N(~), f = r~. t2 = >,~, 15 = p~,, C" = C~. 
Suppose a e a '  n 5. Since cf(On n N ('~)') > co, there are "b,, .~r(,,) such that/Q('*) is 
a mouse and ~-,~ : N ~) --~ ,~/(") is the canonical extension of ~rN~"": N (')' -->/Q("~'. 
Suppose ~r(-) is J r ) .  Let t2,, denote (÷÷)'~'°' if this exists, ~,,~ otherwise. Let 
p,, = pN,~., C,, = C.,v,-,, 0,~ = (r,,(p,,), C~, = w,,C,,. Suppose N=.I.~. 
Our fi~t few lemmas reproduce rest, Its from [2]. 
Lenmla 3.2. O. =/Q("~ n U. 
Proof. By [2. Lemma 5 . l l ]  there is r~<'r such that C'\'O ~ ~'~. Given ,?~ E C~ 
N~"~'gV v s [8]<'~ V i ~ oo (h( i, {v, p,))~ U,, => 8 ~ h(i, {v. p,,))). 
This is a H~ statement so 
/~/("~'I::V v E ['fi', (8)] <'~ V i ~ (o(h(L (c~, 0,~})~ O. --~ ~ c h( i, {v, i5~.})). 
If X e/7/,, and X = h~.~, (i, (v, 0, }), v ~ [ f ]<' ,  then, picking v > r/, max t'. Ca \ v c_ 
X. Thus ~\v~ X so Xc  O. 
It follows that N(o)- J~.. -  ~: 
Lemma 3.3. /Q~"~ ~',/: 
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lPr~f .  /Q(")e/Q by [2, Corollary 5.12]; suppose On~/Q'~<Onlq/Q ('~. Then 
/Q~On f3/V'~<$. But On f"I/Q'= ~o0~ for some n, hence is a cardinal in N. 
Lemma 3.4. cf(ff.) > a~. 
Proof. If t2 =:(~+)~, then this holds by [2, Lemma 5.15]. Otherwise /q'=/Q, so 
el(IX) = of(On N/Q') > ~,. 
Defmition 3.5. For a ~ A, ~ C~ N ('~'') denotes the kth iterate of core(N("~), 
where 3" is the kth member of C~. ~r~:N~'~---~ N ('~) is the iteration map; 
Pa-~ = PN ....... 
Lemma 3,6. Suppose a ~ za fq a. There is v < ÷ such that C \  v ~_ (?, and for 3" > ,,, 
= "?rX'(3'), X e ff~(~) f3 N~'~: 
~ ~x _ 6 t -  *r~a~ (X) - ~r.,~r,, (X). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 IQ("~h~,(~'t30). Pick ~, so that C\ , ,~_C' ,  and /Q("~, 
O,,~h~,(vUO). Suppose 3",¢/,X are as i~ the statement of the lemma. Since 
X ~ ~(~,) 1"3 N ~''~, X ~ f~(~t) ~ N ~"'~'~' = ~(~) f3 ~hN,-.~,,("~ LI p,~). Hence cr~ (X) 
hN,-,,(~ (3 p~). So ~c-~-(X) ~ h~,o,.(3" U 0~) ~- hn.(V O P) = rng(~r~). Suppose 
~,,o,~ (X) = o-., (Y).a Then Y = 3, f) cr~'~ (Y) -- 3" fq "z'oor.~(X)" " = "fi',, (~ f3 cr.~(X)) = ~r,(X). 
Lemma 3.7. I f  D ~_ A ~ & is cofinal in &, d~en /2 = sup,,~.o/2,~. 
Proof. Otherwise there is X~( '~)~ [Q with X~J~o for all ~ ~ D. Suppose 
X ~ rng(o'~,,) for some "v. ~ C'. For any 3, ~ C satisfying 3'o ~< 3" < ~" X = ~r~ (X N 3,). 
Now cf(&)>~o and K~: = i.J,~o 4r"K,. so, since C is countable, there is a ~ D such 
that X~3,6rng(~r,~) for all 3'>3'0, 3 '~(  7. Assume Yo is larger than the v of 
Lemma 3.6. Then for any 3" ~ C \  3"0, lettit~g ~ = ~-,'(3") and supposing ~o (X)= 
XN3" 
X=cr~(Xn3")  " '~ - = o-~r,~ (X) - ~o'. (X) (I.x:mma 3.4) 
]Q(,,~ L5 So Xerng(~',,)~_/Q ("~. But ~('~)~ ~Ja . .  Contradiction! 
Lemma 3.8. t f  c~ -~ A f) &, then (x,, < (~. 
Proof. ~ is the least ~ ,:;uch that "h'~(9~(-r.) nN~"~) ~./~ '. Pick ~,o6 C" larger than 
the v of Lemma 3.6; suppose Yo = ~'.(3"o)- Given 3, c C,~ \ 3',~ let -~ = ~,,(-/) and let 
T* =sup ~"(V+) '*'''. Then ~'"(~(V) ~ N~"~) ~ K~*; and 3,* < ~,,((V+) N''') = ~+N,-,~ 
9+N, using property (viii) of A. Take Y.~ ~9(5,)N N coding ~(~)NK, , .  Since by 
Lemma 3.4 cf(t2) > ~o there is i5 < t2 such that ~% 6 J~ for all 3' ~ C,~ \ ~'o. So 
o'~Tr~(~(V) N N )c_J U for 3"eC,,kvo. But ~(r~) n N"~ = 
I.J~c,,\v,, (r~"(~(3,) f3 N t'~) so by Lemma 3.6 ~-~(9~(1-,,) n N "~) ~ J~f, So ~ ~< 6 </2. 
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The main lemma will follow from: 
Lemma 3.9. There is c~ e A n& such that (3 V < ~)(t~\ V = C~ \ 3'). 
PtooL First pick some arbitrary % e: ,:1 f'l & Let zl, = {~ e 3 '  N (t~ \ ao): C \ 3' c_ E'.,~ 
& (7, \ 3' ~ C,,,, & /5~ ~- h~,(3' U/5)}. Since of(a) > ~o, a, is cofinal in d for some 
3`~(). Fix such a 3`, Suppose N '=Jd  For v<~3 with ?<v and /5sJ~ set _ O"  
X~=h3~(~Up). So X,,~/Q' and X~=q: in N ' -h~, (~U/5) ,  /Q'=I J~X. Let 
cr,, :Q,---/Q'IX~ where Q,, is transitive. Let g, = or;l(/5). Q~ = J~: for some ~5~, A,. 
So Q~e/~" and /~ '~=-? ;  hence Q~Hga '. But ,¥~nH~ is transitive, so 
X~NH~'_g_Q~ and so H~'__-U, O,,. 
A ;so 
= . it5 f t~ 2t~  =U,~a,~ ° (Lemma 3.7) 
:~ U,~a,  J~,'" (Lemma 3.2) 
Let 0 = el'(&). Then ~ = cfb;) and ~ is regular in/Q so by a standard argument 
cf(~3) = 0. So there are sequences (a,.: v<O), (0,, : v<0)  such thin: 
(i) (~,. : v < 0) is monotone and sup,, a,, = d.: 
(ii) (o,.: v<0)  is normal and sup,.o,. =~3; 
(iii) c% 6. A v, all v < 0; 
( iv) 0o, ' ¢- N"* ,Y ;  
(v) R~') '~ Q~,  (use Lemma 3.8 here). 
Let A ~, = {a,, ~ ,.~,: Q,.,/5,, e h~,.,., (y' U t6,~o)} Since 0 > w there is V' e 0 \ V such 
that A~/ is cofinal in & 
Suppose the lemma fails. Then for any ct e A ~,, since (~ \ V' c 0,~ \ 3'' _ O~o \ 3/ 
there must be ~,~ s (?,, \ V' with ~ ¢ O. -~, e 12~, and C~o is countable so there is 
such that A*={ueAv. :  ~,~ = ~,} is cofinal ~n & From this we shall derive a 
contradiction. 
Claim. (C\'~)U{~,} is a set of ~'~ indiscernibles for (N', O, ~)~<s. 
Proof of Claim. Let / )=( r~\? )U( f} .  For c~e,:l* let D,~ =6"2l"I3: so D~c_C,,. 
Thus D** are X1 indiscernibles for (N ~'~', p,,, ~j)~<,,., where 3`,~.= "~'21(-~). So /) are 
Xi indiscernibles for (N ~")', 0,~, 6)¢<~- Suppose c~ = a~ ; thus Q~,/~. e hs,o,(3`' U 0,,) 
so 1~ are N1 indiscernibles for (Q,,,, 0,~, ~)~<s,- Take (ci), (b)~(D)'" and suppose 
is }21 and /(,"~0(~, &/3), where ~<~*. Since /f,r' = U,,X,, there is a =a,  such that 
/Q'IX,.~p(.~.d, 0). cr,.:O,,~IQ'tX,, and ~r,, t (H~NX, , )= id  t(H,-~flY(,.) so 
tr,.(&~)=a,[. So O,.~e(.g,&N). It follows by our previous remark that O,.P 
¢(g g, E,): so N"IX,, ~q,(~,/7, O): so R'~(g., g, 0). 
.~¢C so for some ieto,  ~<~/( / '~}  = h(i,(~,/5)). Take ~c £ ' \~.  By the claim 
/Q '~ = h(i, (~,/5)). So .~ = "). Contradiction! 
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Lemma 3.10. There is A'~_A, stationary in a*, such that [or a,c~'eA' 
Proof. Let Ao be the set of limit points of A By Lemma 3.9, for each & e A o there 
is a~/ t f3& such that (::JV<r~) (w%C~\3,=C~\3,). Let f(&) denote the least 
such a. f is regressive on Ao; so there is ao~ A such that A' = {a e Ao: f(a) = no} is 
stationary. Take a~, a. ,~A' with a~<a~. Then 
tt tt (~ v~ ~-~,)(w~, C~okv = c,,,\v), (3 v<r~)  (,r . . . .  C, okv = C~--\v) 
so 
(~ V < ~) (~r;,C~t \ -/= ,r".C~..\ V)- 
4. The covering lemma 
Fix A' as in Lemma 3.10. Take some a~n'  and let C=1r'~C,,. Then for 
X~L[U]N~(K)  Xc  U<-~ (3`/<~') (C\`/c_X). Hence C is a Prikr" r-quence for 
U. To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we must show that L[C] h ~s the t vering 
property. 
Suppose not; then there is X '~ lr' uncountable with no Y'~_X' sucL that 
Y 'e L[C] and X '= Y'. Take r '  least such. 
Lemma 4.1. ~' = T. 
Proof.  r'>~T because L[C]~_L[U]. Suppose r '>' r ,  r '  is L[C]-suitable and just as 
in Lemma 2.2 we may obtain ~r : L[~] ---~, L[C] where C ~ nag(w), C = rr"C, Since 
U is definable from C we may defne similarly /]" by 
X~ 0~ (3 -/<sup C) (C \v_X)  
for Xe  L[(~]. So L[/]]  is a p-model. Hence sup C = r by minimality of L[U]; but 
then lr : L[U] --~,~ L[U] gives 0 '~. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppgse X' c: T is countable. Then there is Y' ~ L[C] with X ~ Y and 
~L[CI < "r. 
Proo|. X'~rng(~r,) for some a<a*  since a* is regular. We may assume 
a~A' ,  I.~et 7r=~r,~, N=:N ~'~), N'=(N ' )  =, ~=w N', where /Q is a mouse. 
N' = hN,(eaO~. U CN U PN'), so letting 0* = sup 7r"to#N,, rng('fi'~,) 
h,~, (p* U @"CN U "fi',~(p,,~,)) = Y', say. Now/Q ~ K and {r"CN ~ L[C] (since it diffe~ 
from C only bv a finite set) so Y'EL[C]. And '~'L~Cl=(~3*, co)L~CI<T. And 
X '~ nag(w,,) ~_ rng('?r,~) _Y'. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose X'~_r,X'<,~. Then there is Y 'cL[C]  with X'<~Y ' m~d 
~IL[C]  ( ,.l, 
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Proof,  Let 8 = )~'* ; "r is not }~'+ (it ~s singular) so 6 < r. Let (7i: i ~ to) enumerate 
C and let X~=X'fq'y~. There is Y~eK with X]~Y~ and ~ =,~-~-R~<,5. So 
$5~<8. Take g:K*-~-K~ a bijection with ge  K. Let v~ = g-~(Y~). By I_emma 4.2 
there is Z~L[C]  with {v~: i~to}~Z and ~.[Cl<~. Let Y '=U{g(v) :v~Z & 
g-(~K <6}. Then Y'~ L[C], X '~ Y' and ~-,~.1c]~(,$. ~)~[c~<~. 
Now take X'_c ~r uncountable with no Y' ~X ' ,  Y '~ L[C],  ,~ '= ~". Clearly 
)~'<'~ otherwise we could set Y'=~-. So there is Y"eL[C]  with X'c  Y" and 
Y"t4c]<a'. Let p,=~,,,L[c] and let g :~-~Y" ,  g~L[C] ,  be a bijection. Let 
X" = g- t"X'. Then X"_ /~ < r so there is Z' ~_ X" with Z' ~ L[C] and 2~' = )~". Let 
Y' = g"(Z' fq/z). Then X' ~ Y', Y' ~ L[C] and ~ '  = ~". 
This contradicts our assumption that L[C] does not have the covering property; 
so Theorem 1 is proved. 
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